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Abstract: A subset F of E is said to be a secure edge dominating set if for every  edge FEei \Î  is 

adjacent to at least one edge Fe j Î such that the union of ij eandeF \ is an edge dominating set. In 

this paper, using the concepts of  strong edges,the secure and inverse secure edge dominations in 

intuitionistic fuzzy graphs is defined. Secure domination number )Gsedg for several classes of 

intuitionistic fuzzy graphs have been determined.The definition of 2-secure edge dominating set and its 
domination number in intuitionistic fuzzy graphs are initiated and some properties are analyzed with 
examples.   
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Introduction: The concepts of domination started with the interesting chess problems that determine 
the dominating queens of the problem. In recent days domination theory is used in communication 
networks problem, the facility of location problem, land surveying and routing problems. The study of 
dominating sets in graphs was begun by Ore and Berge. The domination number, independent 
domination numbers are introduced by Cockayneand Hedetniemi [3]. 
 
One of the first studies on  domination in fuzzy graphs was investigated by A. Somasundaram ,S. 
Somasundaram and A. Somasundaram[9] present the concepts of independent domination, total 
domination, connected domination of fuzzy graphs. C. Natarajan and S.K. Ayya swamy introduce the 
strong (weak) domination in fuzzy graph. The first definition of intuitionistic fuzzy graphs was proposed 
by Atanassov[2]. The concept of domination in intuitionistic fuzzy graphs was investigated by R. 
Parvathi and G. Thamizhendhi. Nagoor Gani and Prasanna Devi[6] discussed 2-edge domination and 
edge independence in fuzzy graphs using strong arcs .V.R. Kulli[4] developed the concepts of secure and 
inverse secure total dominations of fuzzy graph and IFGs. M.G .Karunam bigai, S. Sivasankar  K. 
Palanivel [5]discussed secure domination in fuzzy graphs and intuitionistic fuzzy graphs. 
 

Definition 1.1:  A fuzzy graph ),ms(=G  is a pair of function and ]1,0[: ®´ XXm where 

),( yxm £ ))(),(min( yx ss for all ., Xyx Î The underlying crisp graph of ),( ms=G  is denoted by 

),(* EXG =  where ;{ XxX Î= }0)( >xs and }.0),(:),{( >´Î= yxXXyxE m  

 

Definition 1.2: A fuzzy graph G = ( ms , ) is complete if , .,)()(),( Vvuvuvu Î"Ù= ssm  

 

Definition 1.3: An intuitionistic fuzzy graph is of the form ( )EVG ,= is said to be a minmax IFG, If(i)

{ }nvvvV ,......, 21= such that [ ]1,0:1 ®Vm  and [ ]1,0:1 ®Vg , denote the degree of membership 

and non-membership of the element Vvi Î  respectively and ( ) ( ) ,10 11 £+£ ii vv gm for every 

( ),,....2,1, niVvi =Î  
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(ii) VVE ´Í where [ ]1,0:2 ®´VVm  and [ ]1,0:2 ®´VVg  are such that 

( ) ( ) ( )[ ]jiji vvvv 112 ,min, mmm £  and ( ) ( ) ( )[ ],,max, 112 jiji vvvv ggg £ denotes the degree of 

membership and non-membership of the edge Evv ji Î,  respectively, where 

( ) ( ) ,1,,0 22 £+£ jiji vvvv gm for every Evv ji Î, . 

For each Intuitionistic fuzzy graph G, the degree of hesistance (hesitation degree) of the vertex Vvi Î  

in G is ( ) ( ) ( )iii vvv 111 1 gmp --=  and the degree of hesitance (hesitation degree) of the edge 

( ) Evve jiij Î= ,  in G is ( ) ( ) ( )ijijij eee 222 1 gmp --=  

 

Definition 1. 4:  An Intuitionistic fuzzy graph ( )EVG ,=  is said to be a bipartite, if the vertex set V can 

be partitioned into two non empty sets 
1V

 and 
2V

such that 

(i) ( ) 0,2 =ji vvm and  ( ) 0,2 =ji vvg if ( ) 1, Vvv ji Î  or ( ) 2, Vvv ji Î  

(ii) ( ) 0,2 >ji vvm , ( ) 0,2 <ji vvg if 1Vvi Î or 2Vv j Î ,for some i and j, (or) 

(iii) ( ) 0,2 =ji vvm , ( ) 0,2 <ji vvg if 1Vvi Î or 2Vv j Î ,for some i and j, (or) 

(iv) ( ) 0,2 >ji vvm , ( ) 0,2 =ji vvg if 1Vvi Î or 2Vv j Î  for some i and j. 

 

Definition 1.5: A bipartite intuitionistic fuzzy graph ( )EVG ,=  is said to be complete, if 

( ) ( ) ( )( )
jiji vvvv 112 ,min, mmm = and ( ) ( ) ( )( )

jiji vvvv 112 ,max, ggg = , for all 1Vvi Î and 2Vv j Î and 

is denoted by  
21
,VVK . 

 

Definition 1.6: If  ( ) GVvv ji ÍÎ, , thenthe -m strength of connectedness between iv and jv is

( ) ( ){ }nkvvvv ji
k

ji ,......2,1,sup, 22 ==¥ mm  

and -g strength of connectedness between iv and jv is 

( ) ( ){ }nkvvvv ji

k

ji ,......2,1,inf, 22 ==¥ gg  

If vu, are connected by means of paths of length k, then ( )vuk ,2m  is defined as: 

( ) ( ) ( )
( )( )þ

ý
ü

î
í
ì

ÎL

LL

-- Vvvvvuvv

vvvvvu

kk ,......,,,

.....,,,
sup

12112

32221212

m

mmm
and ( )vuvk ,2  is defined as: 

( ) ( ) ( )
( )( )þ

ý
ü

î
í
ì

ÎÚ

ÚÚ

-- Vvvvvuvv

vvvvvu

kk ,......,,,

.....,,,
inf

12112

32221212

g
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Definition 1.7: Let ( )EVG ,=  be an IFG, then the vertex cardinality of V is defined by 

( ) ( )( )
å
Î

-+
=

Vv

ii

i

vv
V

2

1 11 gm
, for all Vvi Î . 

 

Definition 1.8: Let ( )EVG ,=  be an IFG, then the edge cardinality of E is defined by 

( ) ( )( )
å
Î

-+
=

Evv

jiji

ji

vvvv
E

,

22

2

,,1 gm
 , for all ., Evv ji Î . 
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Theorem 1.9:Every edge in a complete fuzzy graph is a strong edge.  

 

Definition 1.10: Let ( )EVG ,=  be an IFG.let ie and je be two edges of G. we say that ie dominates je

if ie is a strong arc in G and adjacent to je . 

 

Definition 1.11: Let ( )EVG ,=  be an Intuitionistic fuzzy graph. A subset F of E is called edge 

dominating set if every FEe j \Î is adjacent to atleast one strong arc Fei Î . 

 
Secure Edge Dominating Set And Inverse Secure Edge Dominating Set: 

Definition 2.1:  Let  ( )EVG ,=  be an IFG.A subset F of E is said to be secure edge dominating set if 

edge FEei \Î is adjacent to atleast  one edge Fe j Î such that ( ) ( )ij eeF È- is an edge 

dominating set. 
 

Definition 2.2:  The secure IF edge domination number ( )Gsedg  is the minimum cardinality of all 

secure edge dominating sets of G. 
 
Example: 

 
Figure 1 

 
Here {g,c},{a,d,g},{a,g,c},{a,c,b},{c,d,g},{c,b,d},{b,d,g},{c,b,g},{a,d,c},{a,b,d},{a,g,b},{a,d,g,c} 

{a,g,c,b},{a,d,c,b},{a,d,g,b},{a,d,g,c} are some  secure edge dominating sets of G and ( )Gsedg =0.95. 

 
Definition 2.3:  An edge dominating set F of an IFG is said to be minimal edge dominating set.If no 
proper subset of F is an edge dominating set. 
From figure1,{g,c} 
 

Definition 2.4:  A subset F of E is said to be 2-edge dominating set in IFG, if every edge of FE \ is 
adjacent to atleast two strong arcs in F. 
Definition 2.5: The minimum Intuitionistic fuzzy edge cardinality of a 2-edge dominating set in G is 

called the 2-edge domination number of G and is denoted by  ( )Ged2g . 

From figure 1, {b,d},{b,c,d},{d,g,b},{a,b,d},{a,d,g,b},{d,g,c,b},{a,d,c,b} and ( )Ged2g =1.2. 

 
Definition 2.6:  A dominating set F of an IFG is said to be minimal 2-edge dominating set if no proper 
subset of F is a 2-edge dominating set. 
From figure1,{b,d} is a minimal 2-edge dominating set. 
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Definition 2.7: LetG= ( )EV , be an intuitionistic fuzzy graph   . A 2-edge dominating set  F of E is a 

secure 2-edge dominating set,if  every edge FEei \Î  is adjacent to atleast one edge Fe j Î such that 

{ } { }( )ij eeF È-  is a 2-edge dominating set. 

From figure 1, {d,g,b} is the only secure 2-edge dominating set.  
 
Theorem 2.8: If Fis a minimal edge dominating set in a complete IFG G, then F is a secure edge 
dominating set. 
Proof: Let F be a minimal edge dominating set in complete IFG, G. Then by Theorem 1.9 every edge in a 

complete IFG is a strong edge. So each edge Ee j Î dominates the edges adjacent to it. 

Then every edge FEei \Î is adjacent to at least one edge of Fe j Î . 

Hence { } { }( )
ij eeF È-  is also a edge dominating set. 

Hence, F is secure edge dominating set. 
 
Theorem 2.9: If F is a minimal edge dominating set in a complete fuzzy graph G, then F is not a 2-edge 
dominating set. 
Proof: Let F be a minimal edge dominating set  in a complete IFG. 

If F contains single edge ie ,  Then any of FEe j \Î  have two adjacent strong edges in F. 

Suppose F contains more  edges , 

Since F is minimal, not all the edges of FE \  have two adjacent strong edges in F.  
Hence the theorem. 
 

Theorem 2.10: For a complete  IFG , ( )Gsedg = ( )Geg . 

Proof: Let  ( )EVG ,=  be a complete IFG.  

Let F be minimal edge dominating set of G. By theorem 2.8, F is a secure edge dominating set and hence 

the minimum cardinality ( )Geg  of edge dominating set is same as minimum cardinality ( )Gsedg of 

secure edge dominating set. 
 
Theorem 2.11: Every secure 2-edge dominating set of a IFG is a secure edge dominating set. 
Proof : Let F be a secure 2-edge dominating set of  IFG . 

Then every edge FEei \Î  is adjacent to an edge  Fe j Î such that  { } { }( )ij eeF È-  is a 2-edge 

dominating set. 
Since every secure 2-edge dominating set is a 2-edge dominating set.  

every edge FEei \Î  is adjacent to atleast two edges in F such that { } { }( )ij eeF È-  is edge 

dominating set. 
Hence F is a secure edge dominating set of G. 
 

Theorem 2.12:  If G is a IFG, then ( )Geds2g ³ ( )Ged2g . 

Proof: By theorem 2.11,every secure 2-edge dominating set of anIFG is a secure dominating set. Then 
every minimum secure 2-edge dominating set of  is also secure dominating set. 

Hence, ( )Geds2g ³ ( )Ged2g . 

 
Theorem 2.13:  If F is a edge dominating set of a complete bipartite IFG.Then F is a secure edge 
dominating set. 

Proof: Let F be an edge dominating set of a complete bipartite IFG (say) nmk , . 

then every edge is a strong edge. 
Also every edge of  E\F is adjacent to atleast one  strong edge of F.  
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Therefore every edge FEei \Î  is  adjacent  to atleast one edge Fe j Î such that { } { }( )ij eeF È-  is 

again a edge dominating set. 
Hence F is a secure edge dominating set. 
 

Theorem 2.14: If pk ,1 is a IF star graph with 2³p  vertices then the power set of the edge set pk ,1  

except empty set and whole set is a secure edge dominating set. 

Proof:  If pk ,1 be a IF star graph with 2³p  vertices. 

Clearly by definition, empty set and the whole sets are not secure edge dominating sets. 
Every edge is a strong edge in intuitionistic fuzzy star graph 
Also every edge is adjacent to other edges. Any subset of the edge set is an edge dominating set. 

Suppose the subset F of E is an edge dominating set of pk ,1 . 

Then E\F is also a edge dominating set. So every FEei \Î  is adjacent to atleast one edge Fe j Î such 

that { } { }( )ij eeF È-  is also an edge dominating set. 

Hencethe power set of the edge set pk ,1 except empty set and whole set is a secure edge dominating set.  

Example: 

 
Fig 2 

 
Here every edge is strong edge. So {a},{b},{c},{a,b},{b,c},{a,c} is a secure edge dominating set. 
 

Definition 2.15: Let G = (V, E) be a IFG. Let F be a minimum s2- edge dominating set of G. If DE \

contains a 2-edge dominating set 
1D  of G Then

1D ’
 is called an inverse inverse 2- edge dominating set 

with respect to D. 
 
Example: From Figure 1, {c,d} is a inverse 2-edge dominating set. 
 

Definition 2.16: Let G=(V,E) be a IFG.Let F be a minimum secure edge dominating set of G.If FE \

contains a secure edge dominating set 
1F  of G Then

1F ’
 is called an inverse secure edge dominating set 

with respect to F. 
 
Example: From figure 1 ,{a,b,d} is the inverse secure edge dominating set. 
 
Conclusion: In this paper,  the concepts of secure and inverse secure edge dominations in intuitionistic 
fuzzy graphs is defined .Secure domination number for several classes of intuitionistic fuzzy graphs have 
been determined.The definition of 2-secure edge dominating set and its domination number in 
intuitionistic fuzzy graphs are presented.  
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